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Journalist (to China): China cites statistics

like lower unemployment rates since it took

over Tibet. However, it is well known that

China’s government follows the hukou system,

which allows it to discriminate in matters of

employment on the basis of home province of

the applicant. Moreover, it is well known that

people from China’s Henan and Xinjiang

regions, as well as Tibetans, often face

difficulties getting jobs due to this system. So,

has the increased employment actually

benefitted Tibetans, or only the hordes of Han

Chinese migrants China has brought in?

 

Delegate of China: China has undertaken

many projects such as railway stations and

developed tourism, which have provided

Tibetans with various employment

opportunities.

 

Journalist (to the committee): You have

repeatedly stated that Tibet is a small nation

which does not have adequate resources to

sustain itself, yet mining projects and reckless

exploitation of Tibet’s natural resources have

proven to be very profitable for China. Could

they not sustain a region with, as you have

yourself stated, a “very small population”?

 

Delegate of the Russian

Federation:  Independent Tibet did not have

the infrastructure to fully utilise their rich

resources until China liberated it and set up

facilities.

Anant Narayan cites the statements of  the vocal nations in the press
conference

Journalist: Delegate, the remarks you made

regarding adequate resources was regarding

the feasibility of Tibet as an independent

state in the present day. Tibet should now

have the facilities to utilise their resources,

after years of Chinese rule.

 

Delegate of the Russian

Federation: There are other aspects to the

feasibility of Tibet as an independent state.

For example, an independent Tibet would

trap thousands of Han Chinese migrants

there and create an immigration crisis in

China.

 

Journalist: Delegate, the Han in Tibet are

from China in the first place. Moreover, it is

well known that China’s population has

been declining, and the government has

taken steps such as the repeal of the One-

Child policy. What leads you to believe that

there would be an immigration crisis?

 

Delegate of the Russian

Federation:  There are many Han workers

in Tibet and their sudden return could cause

chaos.

Leaks in the Roof of the World



Excuses!
Aleena Islam details the tension fuelled dynamic in AIPPM

The press conference held with the delegates of

the AIPPM regarding the recent Pulwama

attack was conclusive as well as eventful. The

conference lasted 15 minutes and was packed

with accusations and suggested solutions. 
 

The conference began with a journalist, who

put forward a question to the Indian National

Congress (INC), seeking why no one spoke

about the discrimination faced by Kashmiris.

The delegates were hesitant at first, but H.D

Kumaraswamy, who is an ally of the Congress,

initiated the discussion. He agreed that the

aforementioned problem was indeed prevalent

and must be fixed. He blamed the ruling party

for inciting such attacks, and believed that the

frequency of such discriminatory behaviour had

intensified under them. 

 

Other members of the party also added that

quotas were being reserved for these

marginalised committees.   The question was

not directly answered by either of the parties.

The journalists ensued further on the topic

of the Jammu- Srinagar highway, and how

the safety of this was compromised. The

ruling party was probed about what lesson

they had learnt from the 2016 attack on the

highway, and what safety measures had

been taken henceforth. Ravishankar Prasad,

a lawyer and renowned politician belonging

to the BJP, stated that measures were being

taken every day, but it is notable to add that

no definite changes have been made. Once

again, the question remained unanswered,

instead it was evaded with pointless

conjectures.

Maanya Agarwal 

Aadi Chawla



Good Intentions Gone Bad
Aditi Bagga sheds light on committee proceedings in the World

Economic Forum

While the Trade War has proved to be widely

beneficial for the American economy, it has

also been proven that it was at the expense of

other economies. President Donald Trump has

attempted to justify this statement by claiming

that the tariffs were imposed with the sole

purpose of protecting America’s national

interests. It is also stated that America is not

concerned with the downfall or disadvantages

faced by the other countries due to the Trade

War as long as America is protected and

prospering.

 

Following a series of debates and discussions

within the committee, concrete solutions are yet

to be discussed. The discussion in the

committee has been revolving solely around the

effects of the trade war, rather than discussing

possible solutions. Upon questioning, however,

a rather open-ended answer was given, stating

that the countries involved in the said war,

along with the World Trade Organisation

(WTO) should come to a consensus which is

satisfactory for all concerned parties.

Many countries felt that their economy is

bearing the brunt of the war. The Republic

of Korea, a country which relies heavily on

trade, finds itself struggling to carry out its

usual trade practices. Singapore is in a

position of great disadvantage, as it is one

of the leaders among the trade-oriented

countries.

 

In summation, the committee seems to be

moving at a slower than desired and does

not seem to be nearing to any conclusive

decision on the war..

Shreyas Menon



Relocation & Reformation
Diva Datta Gupta analyses the impact of the shift of the US Embassy  

Moving the US embassy to Jerusalem was

more than just a change of address,

It is a strong political statement going down as

a historic event.

Officially recognizing Jerusalem as the capital

of Israel is a move built on the root of division

and hostility.

 
In May 2018 President Trump made his

decision,

This dangerous, impetuous, ill-informed

decision

An arrangement that spiked violence and

bloodshed.

 
The move was celebrated in Israel as they were

told by the US the arrangement ensures

“peace”,

Meanwhile on the Palestinian border citizens

couldn’t protest,

How could they when they had the Israeli army

point guns at their heads.

 
Israel historically has its enemies and animosity

militant groups

Namely Iran, Lebanon and of course Palestine

The US’s visible ties with Israel leads them to

be loggerheads with the States

 
On one side of the border some lost their sense

of security 
The other side? They lost lives.

But apparently political ties seem to be worth

more than humanity.

 
 

On asking the delegates how the decision

impacts political connections

They responded saying that only concern of

the ICJ are “legal matters”

But in this entangled crisis, doesn’t legality

intertwine with polity?

 
Seeming confident of their answers but

tense inside,

The delegates open apprehension to the

conference sparked slight agitation.

They replied with a uniform answer

completely avoiding the crux of the

question.

 

If only this was thought out properly,

implemented and strategized rationally

Maybe violence could have been avoided

But cloaking danger and hostility under the

term ‘peace’ always seem to play out

Geetika Sehgal



Iraq Went to War
Tanya Vijeshwar analyses the views of various states in the Iran-

Iraq war   
They took to arms and went to war,

at the words of Saddam Hussein.

Not sure of how to go about it,

but sure, that they would win.

 

“Iran has a new government,

Iran is a threat,

Iran is weak, we should attack,”

was all what they beset.

 

The Communists said, “No

we should not fight!”

The Kurds and Assyrians heard

and said, “You’re absolutely right.”

 

The government retaliated,

said that it was imperative to fight the war,

and to the Communists with their pacifist

message they had nothing to say at all.

 

The Soviets said, “you have our support,

We will always stand by you!”

 Iraq felt that its dreams

Of taking over Iran, would surely come true.

 

When they were counting their allies

They looked towards USA;

but the US saw the Communists, 
And turned its face away.

As the US turned around,

They saw Iran on the other side

And came up with the decision, 
that with them, they would fight.

 

So, Iran has USA,

And some support from Kuwait too.

They even have nuclear power,

What was Iraq to do?

 

So, they took to arms and went to war,

at the words of Saddam Hussein.

They knew better of how to go about,

Not sure they wondered if their efforts were

in vain?

Anannya Garg



Ananya Khera provides insight into committee proceedings for UNSC
  A press conference is a vital component of any

MUN as it brings out raw and on the spot

reactions of the delegates to the questions

thrown upon them. It also is a way of

mobilising the public opinion more avidly. 
 

Today, the journalists got our chance to bring

our observations to action.   The atmosphere

today charged with nervous anticipation. With

the photographers putting the delegates in an

uncomfortable stop with constant flashlights.

The initiating question put forth was about the

consequences of the war on the youth of

Bosnia. In the words of a local peace builder

operating in BiH, “Bosnian youths are the

answer, the future. But they are divided.” The

education system is highly politicised. Various

reactions were put forward with France

suggesting implementation of rehabilitation

programs. The delegate from Hungary

specified, “As soon as we deal with the

geopolitical issues we’ll surely take the youth

into action.” Ecuador expressed, “we’re all

humans, unity should be encouraged from the

school level itself”.

The next issue brought up was the action

taken by the committee to free the Sarajevo

airport from YNA control. Hungary had a

very strong point to make.   According to

the Hungarian delegate, “Bilateral talks will

be initiated and war will be our last resort.”

The delegate suggested seizing the area

with the help of American armed forces and

also mentioned that they have “classy

airplanes”. China’s take was that military

actions will not be safe for the general

public in the present times. 
 

Today’s session was an important bridge

between the delegates and the world. It is

hoped that these plans are implemented in

future.

Of Classy Airplanes & War

Sameera Sethi

Gopika Kohli
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